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Abstract– Optical burst switching is a promising solution for
terabit transmission of IP data bursts over WDM networks. One of
the key components in the design of optical burst-switched nodes
is the development of channel scheduling algorithms that can
efficiently handle data burst contentions. Currently, traditional
scheduling techniques use wavelength conversion and buffering to
resolve burst contention. In this paper, we reduce packet losses by
proposing a number of data channel scheduling algorithms that
use burst segmentation and fiber delay lines (FDLs). The proposed
scheduling algorithms are classified based on the placement of the
FDL buffers in the optical burst-switched node and are referred
to as delay-first or segment-first schemes. Simulation results
show that these algorithms can effectively reduce the packet loss
probability compared to existing scheduling techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been a steady growth of Internet traffic during the
past several years. Future growth is expected with the emer-
gence of high bandwidth applications, such as Tele-Immersion,
HDTV, and broadband video to name a few. There has been
growing interest in the realization of an optical Internet (IP
over WDM) to support these future applications. The advan-
tage of an optical Internet is that it eliminates the complex-
ity and overhead associated with the ATM and SONET lay-
ers. Optical burst switching (OBS) is one approach that can be
used to efficiently transmit bursts of IP data over WDM net-
works. In an OBS network, a WDM link consists of multiple
data channels to transmit the payload (data bursts) and one or
more dedicated control channels to transmit the corresponding
burst header packets (BHP). The BHP is transmitted ahead of
the burst in order to configure the switches along the burst’s
route. The burst follows the header without waiting for an ac-
knowledgment for the connection establishment. The header
and the data burst are separated at the source, as well as sub-
sequent intermediate nodes, by an offset time. The offset time
allows for the header to be processed at each node before the
arrival of the burst; thus, no fiber delay lines are necessary at
the intermediate nodes to delay the burst while the header is
being processed. The control message may also specify the
duration of the burst in order to let a node know when it may
reconfigure its switch for the next burst, a technique known as
Just-Enough-Time (JET) [1]. In this paper, we will consider an
optical burst switched network which uses the JET technique.

One of the key issues in OBS is the scheduling of bursts
on output data channels. Currently, contention resolution
techniques used in scheduling are wavelength conversion and

buffering. In wavelength conversion, if multiple bursts on
the same wavelength compete for the same output port at the
same time, then the bursts are shifted to different independent
wavelengths. In optical buffering, FDLs are used to provide
limited delay to the data bursts, proportional to the length of
fiber delay line, in order to resolve the contention. Current
data channel scheduling algorithms that use wavelength con-
version and FDLs include latest available unscheduled channel
(LAUC), and latest available unscheduled channel with void
filling (LAUC-VF) [3]. However, these techniques drop the
burst completely if all of the data channels are occupied at the
arrival time of the burst. Instead of dropping the burst in its
entirety, it is possible to drop only the overlapping parts of a
burst. This technique is referred to as burst segmentation [2].
In this paper, we propose new scheduling techniques incorpo-
rating segmentation and FDLs. We show that the performance
of the proposed algorithms in terms of packet loss probability
is better than existing scheduling techniques.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses
the architecture of the FDLs. Section III discusses the new
scheduling algorithms with burst segmentation and FDLs. Sec-
tion IV provides numerical results. Section V concludes the
paper and proposes directions for future research.

II. ARCHITECTURE OF OPTICAL ROUTERS

We consider two FDL architectures in the OBS node, for
realizing the proposed scheduling algorithms to be described in
the next section. The architecture in Fig. 1(a) shows an input-
buffered FDL OBS node with FDLs dedicated to each input
port, while Fig. 1(b) shows an output buffered FDL OBS node
with FDLs dedicated to each output port. The basic architecture
of the FDL buffered OBS node is introduced in [3].

In the input-buffer OBS node architecture shown in Fig. 1(a),
each input port is equipped with an FDL buffer containing�

delay lines. The � data channels are de-multiplexed from
each input fiber link and are passed through wavelength con-
verters whose function is to convert the input wavelengths to
wavelengths that are used within the FDL buffers. The use
of different wavelengths in the FDL buffers and on the out-
put links helps to resolve contentions among multiple incoming
data bursts competing for the same FDL and the same output
link. In the design of FDL buffers, we can have fixed delay
FDL buffers, variable delay FDL buffers, or a mixture of both.
In this paper, we follow the architecture of variable delay FDL
buffers.
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Fig. 1. (a) Input-Buffer and (b) Output-Buffer FDL Architecture.

In the output-buffer OBS node architecture, shown in
Fig. 1(b), the FDL buffers are placed after the switch fabric.
The input wavelength converters are used to convert the input
wavelengths to the wavelengths that are used within the switch-
ing fabric. The functions of the output wavelength converters
are the same as described in the input-buffer FDL architecture.

III. CHANNEL SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS

There has been substantial work on scheduling using FDLs
in OBS [3]. In this section, we propose a number of scheduling
algorithms incorporating both segmentation and FDLs. Based
on the two FDL architectures presented in the previous sec-
tion, we have two classes of scheduling schemes. Algorithms
based on the input-buffer FDL node architecture are called
delay-first scheduling algorithms, while scheduling algorithms
based on the output-buffer FDL node architecture are called
segment-first scheduling algorithms. In both schemes, we as-
sume that full wavelength conversion, FDLs, and segmenta-
tion techniques are used to resolve burst contention for an out-
put data channel. However, the order of applying the above
techniques depends on the FDL architecture. In the delay-
first scheme, we resolve contention by wavelength conversion,
FDLs, and segmentation, in that order. In the segment-first
scheme, we resolve contention by wavelength conversion, seg-
mentation, and FDLs, in that order. Before going on to the
detailed description of the schemes, it is necessary to discuss
the motivation for developing two different schemes. In delay-
first schemes, FDLs are primarily used to delay the entire burst,
while in segment-first schemes, FDLs are primarily used to de-

lay the segmented bursts. Delaying the entire burst and then
segmenting the burst keeps the packets in order; however, when
delaying segmented bursts, packet order is not always main-
tained. In general, segment-first schemes will incur lower de-
lays than delay-first schemes.

We will now describe the new scheduling algorithms which
use segmentation, wavelength conversion, and FDLs. In this
paper, the bursts which have already been assigned a data chan-
nel are referred as the scheduled bursts, and the burst which
arrives to the node waiting to be scheduled is referred to as the
unscheduled burst.

When a BHP arrives at a node, a data channel scheduling
algorithm is employed to assign a data channel on the out-
going link for the unscheduled burst. The channel scheduler
obtains the burst arrival time and duration of the unscheduled
burst from the BHP. The algorithm may need to maintain the
latest available unscheduled time (LAUT), gaps, and voids, on
every outgoing data channel. The LAUT of a data channel is
the earliest time at which the data channel is available for an un-
scheduled data burst to be scheduled. A gap is the time between
the arrival of the unscheduled burst and ending time of the pre-
viously scheduled burst. A void is the unscheduled duration
between two scheduled bursts on a data channel. For void fill-
ing algorithms, the starting and the ending time for each burst
on every data channel must be maintained.

The following information is needed by the scheduling algo-
rithm:

- � : Maximum number of outgoing data channels.
-

���
: Maximum number of data burst scheduled on a data

channel.
- ����� �
	����� : Maximum delay provided by FDL.
- �������� : LAUT of the ����� data channel, ����� �"!#�%$&$'$&�"� .
- (*) � : Unscheduled burst arrival time.
- +-, ��. /10 and 	�, ��. /10 : Starting and ending times of each sched-
uled burst, 2 , on every data channel, � .

- � � : Unscheduled burst length duration.
- �3� : ����� outgoing data channel.
- 4�57698;:�<9=>� : Duration of overlap between the unscheduled
burst and scheduled burst(s). Overlap is used in non-void
filling channel scheduling algorithms. The overlap is zero if
the channel is available, otherwise the overlap is the differ-
ence between �������� and (*) � .

- ?@<9=A� : If the channel is available, gap is the difference be-
tween (*) � and �������� for scheduling algorithms without
void filling, and is the difference between (1) � and 	@, ��. /10 of
previous scheduled burst, 2 , for scheduling algorithms with
void filling. If the channel is busy, ?@<%=B� is set to C . Gap may
be used to select a channel for the case in which more than
one channel is free.

- �DFEGE9� : Total packet loss on ����� data channel, due to the
assignment of the unscheduled burst. The primary goal of
all scheduling algorithms is to minimize loss; hence, loss is
the primary factor for choosing a data channel. In case the
loss on more than one channel is the same, then other channel
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Fig. 2. Illustration of DFMOC.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of DFMOC-VF.

parameters are used to reach a decision on the selection of a
data channel.

- ��DG��� , ��. � 0 : Duration of �#��� void on ����� data channel. This
information is relevant to void filling algorithms. A void is
the duration between the +�, ��. /���� 0 and 	@, ��. /10 on a data chan-
nel. Void information is useful in selecting a data channel in
case more than one channel is free.

Data channel scheduling algorithms can be broadly classi-
fied into two categories: without and with void filling. The
algorithms primarily differ based on the type and amount of
state information about every channel that are maintained at a
node. In data channel scheduling algorithms without void fill-
ing, the �������� on every data channel � � , ��� C � � �%$&$'$'� � , is
maintained by the channel scheduler. In void filling algorithms,
the starting time, +�, ��. /10 and ending time, 	@, ��. /10 are maintained
for each burst on every data channel, where, ��� C � � �%$&$'$'� � ,
is the ����� data channel and 2 ��C �%� � $'$'$&� � �

, is the 2 ��� burst on
channel � .

The data channel scheduling algorithms can be further clas-
sified into two categories: Delay-First and Segment-First.

A. Delay-First Channel Scheduling Algorithms

1. Delay-First Minimum Overlap Channel (DFMOC): The
DFMOC algorithm calculates the overlap on every channel and
then selects the channel with minimum overlap. If a chan-
nel is available, the unscheduled burst is scheduled on the free
channel with minimum gap. If all channels are busy and the
minimum overlap is greater than or equal to the sum of the
unscheduled burst length and ����� �
	 � ��� , the entire un-
scheduled burst is dropped. Otherwise, the unscheduled burst
is delayed for the duration of the minimum overlap and sched-
uled on the selected channel. In case the minimum overlap is
greater than ����� �
	 � ��� , the unscheduled burst is delayed
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Fig. 4. Illustration of SFMOC.
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for ����� �
	 � ��� and the non-overlapping burst segment of
the unscheduled burst is scheduled, while the overlapping burst
segment is dropped. For example, in Fig. 2, the data channel
��� has the minimum overlap, thus the unscheduled burst is
scheduled on � � after providing a delay using FDLs.

2. Delay-First Minimum Overlap Channel with Void Fill-
ing (DFMOC-VF): The DFMOC-VF algorithm calculates the
delay until the first void on every channel and then selects
the channel with minimum delay. If a channel is available,
the unscheduled burst is scheduled on the free channel with
minimum gap. If all channels are busy and the starting time
of the first void is greater than or equal to the sum of the
end time, 	�� , of the unscheduled burst and ����� �
	 � ��� ,
the entire unscheduled burst is dropped. Otherwise, the un-
scheduled burst is delayed until the start of the first void on
the selected channel, where the non-overlapping burst segment
of the unscheduled burst is scheduled, while the overlapping
burst segment is dropped. In case the start of the first void is
greater than the sum of the start time, + � , of the unscheduled
burst and ����� �
	 � ��� , the unscheduled burst is delayed
for ����� �
	 � ��� and the non-overlapping burst segment of
the unscheduled burst is scheduled, while the overlapping burst
segment is dropped. For example, consider Fig. 3, by applying
the algorithm, the data channel ��� has the minimum delay, thus
the unscheduled burst is scheduled on ��� after delaying it us-
ing FDLs. Here only the overlapping segments of the burst are
dropped instead of the entire burst as in the case of LAUC-VF.

B. Segment-First Channel Scheduling Algorithms

1. Segment-First Minimum Overlap Channel (SFMOC): The
SFMOC algorithm calculates the overlap on every channel and
then selects the data channel with minimum overlap. If a chan-
nel is available, the unscheduled burst is scheduled on the free
channel with minimum gap. If all channels are busy and the
minimum overlap is greater than or equal to the sum of the



unscheduled burst length and ����� �
	 � ��� , the entire un-
scheduled burst is dropped. Otherwise, the unscheduled burst
is segmented (if necessary) and the non-overlapping burst seg-
ment is scheduled on the selected channel, while the overlap-
ping burst segment is re-scheduled. Now, the algorithm cal-
culates the overlap on all the channels for the re-scheduled
burst segment. The re-scheduled burst segment is delayed for
the duration of the minimum overlap and scheduled on the se-
lected channel. In case the minimum overlap is greater than
����� � 	 �� � , the re-scheduled burst segment is delayed
for ����� �
	����� and the non-overlapping burst segment of
the re-scheduled burst segment is scheduled, while the over-
lapping burst segment is dropped. For example, in Fig. 4, we
observe that the data channel � � has the minimum overlap for
the unscheduled burst, thus the unscheduled burst is scheduled
on ��� , and the re-scheduled burst segment is scheduled on � � .

2. Segment-First Minimum Overlap Channel with Void Fill-
ing (SFMOC-VF): The SFMOC-VF algorithm calculates the
loss on every channel and then selects the channel with min-
imum loss. If a channel is available, the unscheduled burst
is scheduled on the free channel with minimum gap. If all
channels are busy and the starting time of the first void is
greater than or equal to the sum of the end time, 	 � , of the
unscheduled burst and ����� �
	 � ��� , the entire unsched-
uled burst is dropped. If the starting time of the first void
is greater than or equal to the end time, 	 � , of the unsched-
uled burst, the DFMOC-VF algorithm is employed. Otherwise,
the unscheduled burst is segmented (if necessary) and the non-
overlapping burst segment is scheduled on the selected chan-
nel, while the overlapping burst segment is re-scheduled. For
the re-scheduled segment, the algorithm calculates the delay re-
quired until the start of the next void on every channel and se-
lects the channel with minimum delay. The re-scheduled burst
segment is delayed until the start of the first void on the se-
lected channel and the non-overlapping burst segment of the
re-scheduled burst is scheduled, while the overlapping burst
segment is dropped. In case the start of the next void is greater
than the sum of the start time, +�� , of the unscheduled burst and
����� � 	 �� � , the re-scheduled burst segment is delayed
for ����� �
	����� and the non-overlapping burst segment of
the re-scheduled burst is scheduled, while the overlapping burst
segment is dropped. For example, in Fig. 5, we observe that the
data channel ��� has the minimum loss, thus the unscheduled
burst is scheduled on ��� , and the unscheduled segmented burst
is scheduled on � � (as it gives the minimum delay) after pro-
viding a delay using FDLs.

Table 1 compares all the above discussed data channel
scheduling algorithms in terms of time complexity and the
amount of state information stored. We can observe that the
time complexity of the non-void filling algorithms is less than
the void filling algorithms. Also, void filling algorithms, such
as, LAUC-VF, DFMOC-VF, and SFMOC-VF, store more state
information as compared to non-void filling algorithms, such
as, LAUC, DFMOC, and SFMOC.

TABLE I

Comparison of Channel Scheduling Algorithms

No. Algorithm Time Complexity State Information

1 LAUC O(W) �������
	 , �����	
2 LAUC-VF O(W ����������� ) ��� 	��  "! , #�� 	$�  %! , �����	
3 DFMOC O(W) �������
	 , �����	
4 DFMOC-VF O(W ��������� � ) ��� 	��  "! , #�� 	$�  %! , �����	
5 SFMOC O(2 �W) �������
	 , �����	
6 SFMOC-VF O(2 �W �������&�'� ) ��� 	��  "! , #�� 	$�  %! , �����	
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IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to evaluate the performance of the new data chan-
nel scheduling algorithms, a simulation model is developed.
Burst arrivals to the network are Poisson with rate ( . Burst
length is an exponentially generated random number rounded
to the nearest integer multiple of the fixed sized packet length.
Mean burst length, �) , is 100 ms, load is measured in Erlang,
and transmission rate is 10 Gbps. Packet length is 1250 bytes.
Switching time is 10 * s. All bursts have the same initial offset
time of 20 * s, with burst header processing time at each node
being 2.5 * s. Dijkstra shortest-path routing algorithm is used to
find the path between all node pairs. All the simulation results
are obtained for an 14-node NSF network (Fig. 6) with 8 data
channels on each link. Figure 7 plots the total packet loss prob-
ability versus load for different channel scheduling algorithms.
We observe that the channel scheduling algorithms with burst
segmentation perform better than algorithms without burst seg-
mentation at most loads. Also, the delay-first algorithms have
lower loss as compared to the segment-first algorithms. This
is due to the possible blocking of the re-scheduled burst seg-
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Fig. 8. Average end-to-end delay versus load for different scheduling algo-
rithms with number of data channels, +-, . .

ment by the recently scheduled non-overlapping burst segment
in the segment-first algorithms. The loss obtained by delay-
first algorithms is the lower bound for the segment-first algo-
rithms. We observe that at any given load, the DFMOC and
DFMOC-VF algorithms perform the best, since the unsched-
uled burst is delayed and in case there is still a contention, the
burst is segmented and only the overlapping burst segment is
dropped. The segment-first algorithms lose packets propor-
tional to the switching time, everytime there is a contention,
while the LAUC and LAUC-VF algorithms delay the burst in
case of a contention and schedule the burst if the channel is
free after the provided delay. Hence, at low loads LAUC-VF
performs better than SFMOC-VF, and as the load increases
SFMOC-VF performs better. Therefore a substantial gain is
achieved by using segmentation and FDLs.

Figure 8 plots the average end-to-end delay versus load for
different channel scheduling algorithm. We observe that the
delay-first algorithms have higher delay as compared to the
segment-first algorithms, since FDL is the primary contention
resolution technique in the former and segmentation is the pri-
mary contention resolution technique in the latter. The higher
delay for scheduling algorithms with segmentation is due to the
higher probability of a successful transmission between source-
destination pairs which are further apart. In traditional schedul-
ing algorithms, the entire burst is dropped in case of a con-
tention; hence, only source-destination pairs close to each other
have a higher probability of making a successful transmis-
sion, which results in lower average end-to-end packet delay.
Hence, we can carefully choose either delay-first or segment-
first schemes based on loss and delay tolerances of input IP
packets.

Figure 9 plots the packet loss probability versus load
for different channel scheduling algorithm for different
����� � 	 �� � values. When ����� �
	 � ��� is set to
zero, i.e., no FDLs are used, algorithms with segmenta-
tion outperform the traditional algorithms. When a high
����� � 	 �� � value of 0.05 ms is used, algorithms which
use FDLs as the primary contention resolution technique, such
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as, LAUC, LAUC-VF, DFMOC, DFMOC-VF outperform the
algorithms which use segmentation as the primary contention
resolution technique, such as, SFMOC, SFMOC-VF.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we considered the concept of burst segmenta-
tion and FDLs for burst scheduling in optical burst-switched
networks, and we have proposed a number of new channel
scheduling algorithms for OBS networks. The scheduling algo-
rithms with burst segmentation perform better than the existing
scheduling algorithms, with and without void filling, in terms
of packet loss. We also introduced two categories of scheduling
algorithms based on the FDL architecture. The delay-first algo-
rithms are suitable for transmitting packets which have higher
delay tolerance and strict loss constraints, such as Internet data,
while the segment-first algorithms are suitable for data with
higher loss tolerance and strict delay constraints, such as voice
and video traffic.

Areas of future works include extending the proposed algo-
rithms to support QoS. In the case of providing QoS support,
the priority of the burst can be stored in the BHP [5], and the
scheduling algorithm can dynamically decide which of con-
tending bursts or burst segments to drop using burst segmenta-
tion or to delay using FDLs. It would also be useful to develop
an analytical model for the scheduling algorithms.
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